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SUMMARY 

This document describes the tasks related to the development of music tools. This includes audio feature 
extraction and manipulation, music generation, music database creation, and the music to movement 
entrainment mappings. 

Earlier, a protocol was setup and tested for creating music databases for the proof-of-concept of both 
BeatHealth user groups: runners and PD patients. The protocol takes into account user specific characteristics 
and preferences. Within the last six months this protocol has been used to analyze and select songs for the 
music databases for the proof-of-concept for both BeatPark and BeatRun. 

In addition, the focus in these last six months was on scientific dissemination.  
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1. Introduction 
This deliverable D3.6 describes the current status and the work performed between month 24 and 30, 

concerning task 3.1 "Music tools development". This task started in month 5 and is ongoing until month 30. 
The goal of task 3.1 is to develop tools that assist the selection and manipulation of auditory stimuli so that 
they suit the synchronization and entrainment goals related to specific users coming from target populations. 
A proper choice of the stimulus is needed in view of an optimization of the entrainment for the target 
population(s) and target task(s).  

In earlier deliverables (e.g. D3.3) we thoroughly discussed the music selection process. Within the last six 
months the focus of the work in task 3.1 was on analyzing and selecting music to be used in the proof-of-
concept (PoC) for both BeatPark and BeatRun. In addition, the focus was on dissemination tasks that are 
related to the work in task 3.1. This mainly concerned rewriting and resubmitting a research paper after peer 
review in PLOS ONE. 

Working towards the PoC of both BeatPark and BeatRun there is a strong interconnection between WP3 
and the other WPs in the project.  

 

2. Task 3.1.1: Audio feature extraction & manipulation 
In the last six months no additional work on audio feature extraction and manipulation has been done. 

Related to this, a research article had been submitted to PLOS ONE on the influence of musical expression on 
the velocity of walking (Buhmann, Desmet, Moens, Van Dyck, & Leman, 2016). In the past few months this 
article has been reviewed, revised and resubmitted (on the basis of minor revisions). We have good hopes that 
the revised paper will be accepted. 

 

3. Task 3.1.2: Music generation 
In the last six months no additional work on music generation has been done. 

 

4. Task 3.1.3: Music database 
For the PoC of both BeatPark and BeatRun a music database is created, containing user- and task-specific 

music. This was done with a semi-automatic approach that has been described elaborately in deliverable D3.3. 

 

4.1. BeatPark Proof-of-concept 
The BeatHealth system can modify the tempo of a song without changing the pitch. In order to maintain 

the characteristics of a song the maximum tempo adaptation is set to 5%.  

The following factors are taken into account to calculate the minimum size of the music database for PD 
patients 

• Average SPM for walking lies somewhere around 100 SPM 
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• For a song at 100 BPM, songs can be selected (and adapted) from 95 BPM (-5%) to 105 BPM (+5%): 
a range of 10 BPM  

• BPM range of songs in database: 80 - 130 BPM = 5 bins of 10 BPM 
• PD patients will be requested to walk 30 min per training session during the PoC: duration of 

approximately 10 songs 
• A PD patient should be able to choose music from 5 different genres 
• ==> 5 bins x 10 songs x 5 genres = 250 songs 
 

In total 664 songs were preselected (based on BPM, user preferences, and similar artists, genres or decade) 
from which we kept 285 songs (43%), spread over 6 genres. To cover most of the user preferences it was 
decided to have an extra genre. Therefore, our goal was to have at least 8 instead of 10 songs per 10 BPM-
range. Participants of the PoC will be asked to choose at least two of the six genres, before starting a 
walk/activity. This way we ensure there are enough different songs to be played. 

We went a little over the initial 1Gb requirement that was set by the partners from Maynooth, but with the 
latest decisions on the type of phones to be used, this is certainly no longer problematic.  

Table 1 lists the number of songs per genre and BPM-range. In some cases we did not find eight or more 
songs that were suitable. To overcome this problem we added extra songs to adjacent BPM ranges. 

 

Table 1 Distribution of songs for BeatPark music database: number of songs per genre and BPM range 

 
 

 

4.2. BeatRun Proof-of-concept 
For BeatHealth for runners the database size calculation is more or less the same: 

• Average SPM for running lies somewhere around 160 SPM 
• For a song at 160 BPM, songs can be selected (and adapted) from 152 BPM (-5%) to 168 BPM 

(+5%): a range of 16 BPM  
• BPM range of songs in database: 120 - 200 BPM = 5 bins of 16 BPM 
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• Runners will be requested to run 30 min per training session during the PoC: duration of 
approximately 10 songs 

• A runner should be able to choose music from 5 different genres 
• ==> 5 bins x 10 songs x 5 genres = 250 songs 

 

The collection and analysis of songs for BeatRun is still in progress. Currently 72 songs have been added 
to the database. We plan to have the database large enough for the task 2.3 experiment and to have it finalized 
for the BeatRun PoC. 

 

5. Task 3.1.4: Entrainment mappings 
In the last six months no new music alignment strategies have been implemented. However, for task 2.3 

fine-tuning of the parameters of the Kuramoto model as we plan to implement it for the PoC is in progress. 
The results will be summarized in deliverable D2.4. Meanwhile work is also in progress on a publication of 
last year's experiment on comparing different alignment strategies with regard to kinematic responses 
(synchronization, cadence, speed) and motivation. The data has been analyzed and we plan to start writing the 
research article in April. 

 

6. Conclusions 
This deliverable D3.6 presents the progress in the development of music selection and manipulation tools 

in the last six months. 

In subtask 3.1.1 dissemination work was done in the form of rewriting and resubmitting a research paper, 
after peer review by PLOS ONE. 

Within subtask 3.1.3, the earlier defined protocol for analyzing and selection of user- and task-specific 
music was used to generate a complete music database of 285 songs for the BeatPark PoC. Work is still in 
progress for a similar music database for running, to be used in the BeatRun PoC. 

In the last six month no additional work was scheduled or done in subtask 3.1.2 and 3.1.4. 
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